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Existing healthcare data-sharing solutions often combine attribute-based encryption techniques with blockchain technology to
achieve fine-grained access control. However, the transparency of blockchain technology may introduce potential risks of exposing
access structures and user attributes. To address these concerns, this paper proposes a novel healthcare data-sharing scheme called
HA-Med. By leveraging blockchain technology, HA-Med ensures the concealment of access policies and attributes, providing a
secure solution for fine-grained access control of medical data. Furthermore, the scheme supports attribute revocation and forward
secrecy to enhance user privacy. The security of HA-Med is rigorously verified through theoretical analysis, and its feasibility is
demonstrated through experiments conducted using the Java-based JPBC library.

1. Introduction

Due to the rapid development of the Internet, the medical
field has undergone tremendous changes, and electronic
health records [1] have become widely used. Electronic
health records encompass patients’ treatment records, con-
dition status, and other medical documentation generated
during treatment. They enable medical staff to easily access
a patient’s past medical history online. However, with the
increasing popularity of electronic health records [2], it has
become increasingly challenging to store electronic medical
records in hospitals due to the varying storage models. Addi-
tionally, integrating a patient’s medical data across different
hospitals has proven difficult, leading to the introduction of
cloud storage [3] as a solution to these issues. Nonetheless,
the adoption of cloud storage has given rise to numerous
privacy and security concerns, as many services are out-
sourced to third parties due to the semi-trusted nature of
cloud service providers. When a patient uploads data to
the cloud, the data are no longer under the direct control
of the data owner, potentially resulting in tampering and
significant data loss. Furthermore, if a malicious user tam-
pers with a patient’s medical data, it may be challenging to
trace the source of the tampering [4, 5].

In recent years, attribute-based encryption (ABE) has been
widely used in healthcare in combination with cloud storage
because of its ability to protect the privacy of data and to have
fine-grained access control [6, 7]. According to the role of the
access control policymaker, ABE can be divided into two
categories, which are key-based policy ABE (KP-ABE) and
ciphertext-based policy ABE (CP-ABE) [8]. CP-ABE, since the
policy is embedded in the ciphertext, means that the data owner
can set the policy to decide which attributes of the people who
have access to this ciphertext, which is equivalent to doing an
encrypted access control to this data. Therefore, CP-ABE ismore
suitable than KP-ABE for electronic medical health record
access [8].

Blockchain is decentralized, traceable, and transparent.
Once data are on the chain, it cannot be tampered with and
can be traced when malicious users perform malicious opera-
tions. This feature of blockchain can effectively protect the
security of medical data and provide new ideas to solve the
above problems [9, 10]. The combination of blockchain tech-
nology, cloud storage, and CP-ABE has now started to be
applied to the medical field [11, 12].

But at the same time, a new problem arises. Due to the
transparency characteristic of blockchain, the data on the
chain can be viewed by all. When applying traditional
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CP-ABE for fine-grained access, the access structure is explic-
itly sent along with the ciphertext, which can potentially allow
untrusted third parties to access the explicit attributes of the
user in the access policy [13] and consequently infer impor-
tant information. Since medical data contain a large amount
of sensitive information about patients, compromising these
data can lead to significant damage.

1.1. Policy Hiding. The current work on hiding access policies
takes two forms: complete hiding [14] and partial hiding
[15]. Complete hiding means that the attributes in the access
policy are concealed so that the access policy does not reveal
any attributes. Partial hiding involves concealing sensitive attri-
butes in the access policy [16]. It can be observed that in terms
of efficiency, partial hiding is more efficient than complete
hiding, but complete hiding provides better privacy protection.
This is particularly important when ABE is applied to medical
care, as medical data contain a lot of private patient informa-
tion, and compromising these data can lead to irreparable harm
to patients. Additionally, when the policy is hidden, a new
problem arises in that the user also does not know the values
of the attributes in the access policy, requiring a verification
algorithm to determine whether the user’s attribute set satisfies
the access policy or not [13].

1.2. Attribute Hiding. Most current schemes involving ABE
require the data user to provide a set of attributes used to
obtain the key to an intermediate entity, such as an authority.
However, if the intermediate entity is compromised, the
attributes may be leaked, posing a significant threat to attri-
bute privacy [17]. In this context, attribute privacy refers to
the privacy of the user’s attribute set. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to implement attribute hiding in the ABE scheme.

Therefore, to address the aforementioned issues, this
paper proposes a secure blockchain-based scheme for con-
cealing policies and attributes in medical data sharing. We
design a verification method that combines bilinear pairing
and predicate encryption to achieve policy and attribute hid-
ing, named HA-Med, which ensures secure access to medical
data while safeguarding the privacy of users and patients.

The contribution of this paper is as follows:

(i) In this paper, we propose a novel, trusted, and
secure access control scheme for medical data called
HA-Med. HA-Med introduces a new authentication
method that addresses the issue of access policy and
attribute exposure during ABE, achieving complete
policy concealment while satisfying the access require-
ments of large universes.

(ii) Combining the blockchain with the authentication
method proposed by the scheme resolves the issue of
distributing permissions by a third party in tradi-
tional ABE, while simultaneously addressing the
problem of overburdening the user with computa-
tion and storage in schemes that eliminate the third
party.

(iii) The security of the proposed scheme was demon-
strated theoretically, and its effectiveness was vali-
dated through comprehensive experiments.

2. Related Work

2.1. Blockchain. Blockchain has been widely used in health-
care over the years due to its anonymity and immutability.
Ivan [18] proposed that blockchain can be used as a method
to secure health data storage. Chen et al. [19] proposed a
personal healthcare data storage scheme based on blockchain
and cloud storage. Ekblaw et al. [20] proposed a blockchain-
based electronic health record management system called
MedRec. Xia et al. [21] proposed a blockchain-based data-
sharing framework called BBDS. Dagher et al. [22] proposed
a secure blockchain-based medical record-sharing framework
called Ancile, which employs smart contracts to enhance the
access control functionality. Dubovitskaya et al. [23] proposed
a blockchain-based framework for cancer patient care to man-
age and share EMR data. However, these solutions suffer from
the problem of not having fine-grained access to the data.
Zheng et al. [24] proposed a blockchain-based attribute encryp-
tion access control scheme in which an access control model
with multiple authorization authorities is established. Sun et al.
[25] proposed a blockchain-based case data-sharing model
supporting fine-grained access, and this model uses ABAC to
realize fine-grained access to cases in research institutions. Han
et al. [26] proposed a traceable access control scheme for medi-
cal attribute passes to achieve traceability of the access process.
However, although the above scheme realizes the fine-grained
access control of medical data, the policies and attributes are
not hidden, which exposes the user’s privacy.

2.2. CP-ABE. ABE has also been widely used in recent years
as it provides fine-grained access to data. Riad et al. [27]
proposed an access controlmechanism that adaptively assigns
appropriate permissions based on user roles. Wei et al. [28]
proposed an encryption method based on revocable storage
hierarchical attributes. Pournaghi et al. [12] proposed a
scheme for medical data sharing calledMedSBA. This scheme
is based on blockchain, CP-ABE, and KP-ABE. Liu et al. [29]
proposed a blockchain-assisted searchable ABE scheme with
efficient undo performance. Deb et al. [11] proposed a scheme
that combines blockchain and property-based encryption to
preserve information about patients suffering from a novel
coronavirus. Guo et al. [30] proposed an outsourced and
online/offline revocable ciphertext policy attribute encryption
scheme for medical Internet applications. However, although
the above schemes can achieve fine-grained access to medical
data, an attacker can infer many privacy attributes from the
access policy in the ciphertext, which can lead to the exposure
of patients’ sensitive privacy. Li et al. [31] proposed a con-
trolled and regulated privacy protection scheme for block-
chain multiorganizational transactions based on attribute
encryption. This scheme achieves fine-grained access control
but suffers from the problem of distributing attributes by
third-party authoritative centers, which distribute attributes
to the members of the system, creating a corresponding pri-
vacy and security problem. Feng et al. [32] proposed a block-
chain data-sharing scheme based on localized differential
privacy and attribute-based searchable encryption, which
can withstand attacks from untrustworthy third parties.
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However, the computational burden on users in this scheme is
too heavy and not very practical.

2.3. Attribute and Policy hiding. As the application of CP-
ABE for medical data sharing becomes more widespread,
related security issues arise because most CP-ABE schemes
embed attribute values into ciphertexts, and attackers can
easily infer private attributes from ciphertexts, leading to
the exposure of patients’ privacy. Lai et al. [33] proposed a
method to hide access policy by inner product encryption,
which achieves complete policy hiding and is proven to be
completely secure. However, the scheme applies to small
universes, and in short, the key becomes larger with the
increase in the number of attributes, making it less scalable
and unsuitable to be combined with blockchain due to its
high scalability requirement. Hur [34] proposed a hidden
access structure applied to smart grids in which the access
policy can be represented by an arbitrary access formula.
However, in this scheme, the length of the private key pos-
sessed by the user is too long, greatly increasing the storage
burden of the user, and there is no security proof to demon-
strate the security of this scheme. Gao et al. [17] proposed a
completely secure blockchain-based policy-hiding scheme
called TrustAccess, which resolves the problem of centrali-
zation and a small universe. Nonetheless, in this scheme, the
ciphertext is stored locally by the data owner, i.e., the patient,
who is also responsible for generating the key. When applied
to a medical data-sharing system, it is impractical due to the
huge amount of medical data, which cannot be handled by
ordinary devices such as the patient’s cell phone. Micha-
levsky and Joye [35] proposed an ABE scheme for hiding
attributes, which supports conjunctions, disjunctions, and
threshold policies. However, in this scheme, although the
entire set of attributes is hidden, the attributes controlled
by the attribute authority are still displayed.

3. Preparations

First, we present the symbols used in this paper in Table 1.

3.1. Blockchain. The blockchain originated from the Bitcoin
system proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [36]. The
consortium blockchain requires permission for nodes to
join the network and needs to be jointly maintained by all
nodes, with some of the nodes in the consortium blockchain
assumed to be trusted [37, 38]. The scheme used in this study
involves the consortium blockchain. In terms of the structure
of a blockchain, each data block consists of a block header
and a block body. To ensure data integrity and tamper resis-
tance, each block header contains the cryptographic hash of
the previous block, while the block body contains detailed
information about the transactions. An important compo-
nent in the blockchain is the consensus algorithm, in block-
chain, since nodes are untrustworthy to each other, when
nodes update data between them, a consensus algorithm is
needed to reach consensus to update data [38, 39]. Most of
the current coalition chains use the PBFT algorithm, which is
based on the Byzantine general problem and has the advan-
tages of high consistency of consensus results and fast

confirmation [40]. The consensus algorithm used in this
scheme is the PBFT algorithm. This algorithm is based on
the Byzantine general’s problem and has the advantages of
high consensus result consistency and fast confirmation.

3.2. Composite Order Bilinear Groups. The use of composite
order bilinear groups in algorithms such as encryption in this
scheme was first introduced by Boneh et al. [41].

Definition 1 (Composite Order Bilinear Groups). Let G and
GT be multiplicative cyclic groups of order n¼ pqr, where p;
q; r are distinct prime numbers. be :G×GT is a mapping,
where Gp, Gq, Gr to denote the subgroups of G with order
p; q, and r, respectively, can be obtained asG¼Gp ×Gq ×Gr ,
and for any gp 2Gp;gq 2Gq, have beðgp ; gqÞ :¼ 1 with the
following properties:

(1) Bilinearity: 8u; v2G; 8a; b2ZN ;beðua; vbÞ :¼beðu; vÞab.
(2) Nondegeneracy: 9g2G, such that beðg;gÞ : has

ordered N in GT .
(3) Computability: ∀u; v 2 G, there exists a polynomial-

time algorithm associated with a given safety constant
λ that can efficiently compute beðu; vÞ :.

3.3. Attribute Sets and Access Policies

Definition 2 (Attribute Sets and Access Policies [17, 36]).
First associate each attribute with a unique element ZN ,
which is implemented with the f0; 1g∗⟶ZN collision-
resistant hash function H. Let the matrix V ¼ðV1;…;Vi;
…;VnÞ : of n× l be the possible attributes, where vectors
Vi¼ðki;1;…; ki;j;…; ki;lÞ :; ki;j 2ZN . Vi is the possible value
of the attribute in the ith attribute category, so when the
user’s attribute set is Att¼ðw1;…;wi;…;wnÞ :, it can be
expressed as Att¼ðk1;j1 ; k2;j2 ;…; ki;ji ;…; kn;jnÞ :, where wi 2
Vi; ji 2f1;…; lg:. If there is an access policy A¼ðW1;…;
WnÞ, where Wi 2Vi, the set of attributes matches the
access policy, then when and only when ki;ji 2Wi;
1≤ i≤ n.

TABLE 1: Notations in this paper.

Notation Description

G/GT The cyclic multiplicative groups
A Access policy
Att User’s attribute set
Γ The tree-structured access policy
SymKey The symmetric encryption key
λ The security parameter
PK The public key
MSK The master secret key
CTm The ciphertext of medical data
CT The ciphertext of the symmetric key
Txst Information transaction
Txac Access transaction
~x The vector generated by the attribute set
~D Attribute hiding vector
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3.4. Inner Product Predicate. The access policy Γ is repre-
sented as a tree structure. The following describes how the
access policy is represented as an equation and how the set of
attributes is represented as a vector. It is first known that the
set of attributes is representable as a vector of ðd þ 1Þt ele-
ments, where t denotes the class of the attribute and d
denotes the number of attribute values [17, 42].

Define that predicates I1 and I2 can be encoded as poly-
nomials if x1¼ I1; x2¼ I2.

p x1; x2ð Þ ¼ x1 − I1ð Þ þ h ⋅ x2 − I2ð Þ; h 2 ZN : ð1Þ

Defining the predicate I1 or I2 can be encoded as a poly-
nomial, if x¼ I1 or x¼ I2.

p xð Þ ¼ x − I1ð Þ ⋅ x − I2ð Þ: ð2Þ

Here is an example to illustrate how to represent the
access policy by a polynomial and the set of attributes by
vector. Suppose there are t = 3 classes of attributes in a
healthcare data-sharing system, section, position, and title,
respectively, d= 1, so the access structure is as follows:

Γ¼ðdepartment: Pediatrics OR Position: physicianÞAND
ðpositional titles: chief physicianÞ. Then, the access structure
can be expressed by the following polynomial:

p x1; x2ð Þ ¼ x1 − Ipe
À Á

⋅ x1 − Iph
À Áþ h ⋅ x2 − Ichð Þ

¼ x1 ⋅ x1 − h ⋅ x2 − Ipe þ Iph
À Á

⋅ x1 þ Ipe ⋅ Iph − h ⋅ Ich;

ð3Þ

when the user has an attribute set of

Att¼ðdepartment: Pediatrics;  Position: physician;
 positional titles: chief physicianÞ :. Then, the set of attributes
of the user can be represented by the following vector:

~x ¼ Ipe ⋅ Iph ⋅ Ich; Ipe ⋅ Iph; Iph ⋅ Ich; Ipe ⋅ Ich; Ipe; Iph; Ich; 1
À Á

:

ð4Þ

3.5. System Framework

3.5.1. System Model. As shown in Figure 1, in the HA-Med
system, there are five entities involved, which are the data
owner (DO), data user (DU), blockchain (CB), trusted
authority (TA), and cloud system (CS).

(1) Data Owner (DO). The DO is the patient, the entity
that generates the medical data. The DO is responsible for
developing the access policy, as well as encrypting the data.
All ciphertexts are sent to the CS. To achieve secure access
control, the DO sends the ciphertext address and access
structure polynomial to the CB by storing the transaction.

(2) Data User (DU). The DU is a hospital, medical
research center, etc. The DU uses a private identity key to
send the attribute set of a hidden access structure to the CB
and TA for verification. If it meets the access policy, then the
DU can obtain the key and decrypt the medical data.

(3) Blockchain (CB). The consortium blockchain selected
in this scheme is a peer-to-peer network, a distributed plat-
form for recording storage and access transactions, consist-
ing of DO, DU, and a selected trusted institution TA. Due to
the immutability and data recording characteristics of the
blockchain, medical data can be securely shared and collab-
orated through the blockchain. Additionally, the blockchain

1. Initialization

DO CS DU

TA

3.1 Generate txst transactions 3.2 Generate txac transactions

3.4 Generate keys

3.3 Verify

CB

2.2 Return storage address 4.2 Decrypt data

2.1 Encrypt 4.1 Request data

FIGURE 1: Flowchart.
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enables secure and transparent access control, thereby ensur-
ing the security of medical data. Moreover, the blockchain
can also achieve traceability of medical data, allowing the
source and usage of data to be traced and verified.

(4) Trusted Authority (TA). Trusted authorities (TA) are,
for example, government agencies and trusted third parties
selected by the blockchain consensus algorithm. They gener-
ate public parameters for the system and perform off-chain
verification. If the hidden access policy and attributes are
matched successfully, the key is generated for the DU, and
the TA does not know the access policy and attributes during
the verification process.

(5) Cloud Storage System (CS). The DO stores encrypted
medical data and an encrypted symmetric key on the cloud.
When the DU has the decryption key, the cloud returns the
data to the patient’s address for decryption.

3.5.2. Overview of the Program.
(1) Initialization Phase. This phase initializes the parameters
in the system, such as the complex order bilinear group, etc.
DO and DU generate the public and private keys for signing
transactions in this phase.

(2) Encryption Phase. First DO decides its access struc-
ture based on a set of attributes and then encrypts the medi-
cal data using a symmetric key SymKey to obtain CTm, next
encrypts the symmetric key with the encryption algorithm to
get the ciphertext CT , upload CTm and CT to the cloud
storage, and the cloud returns to the DO storage address.

(3) Verification Stage.

(1) DO register transactions that send encrypted access
policies to the blockchain.

(2) All the DUs who want to access the medical data
send the stored transactions with encrypted attri-
butes to the blockchain.

(3) The TA receives both transactions and gets the
encrypted access policy and attributes for off-chain
matching.

(4) TA generates a decryption key for DU.

(4) Decryption and Access Phase.

(1) When DU gets the decryption key, it will request the
ciphertext from CS.

(2) CS returns to DU ciphertext, and DU decrypts the
symmetric key, in which the symmetric key is used to
decrypt the medical data, and then access the medical
data.

The exact process is described in detail in Section 5.

3.5.3. Algorithms Overview.
(1) Initialization. Setupð1λÞ :À!ðPK;MSKÞ :. This phase initi-
alizes the parameters in the system, and the trusted authority
TA runs the algorithm to generate the public key and the
master key.

(2) Encryption. DO run the encryption algorithm to gen-
erate the encrypted ciphertext CT . To achieve the hiding of
the access policy, the access structure is not embedded in the

ciphertext, and it is decrypted only for users who conform to
the access policy.

(3) Key Generation. KeyGenðPK;MSKÞ :À!DecKUID.
When the TA verifies that the DU attributes match the
DO access policy, run the algorithm and enter the public key
PK and the master key MSK , generate a key DecKUID for
the DU that can decrypt the ciphertext CT and issue it to
the DU.

(4) Decryption. DecðPK;CT;DecKUIDÞ :À!SymKey.
When DU gets the decryption key, it will request the cipher-
text from CS, CS returns the ciphertext to DU, and DU
decrypts it.

3.5.4. Security Model. Since this scheme uses a consortium
blockchain, it is considered that each node is honest but also
curious [43], and the nodes, although they will follow the
protocol of this scheme and will also try to find out as much
secret data as possible [17]. In the following, the security
model will be given, described as a security game between
a challenger and an adversary, based on [42], the security
game is described as follows:

(1) Setup. The challenger runs an algorithm Setupð1λÞ : to
obtain the public key PK and the master key MSK . The
public key PK is given to the adversary, and the master key
MSK is kept by itself.

(2) Inquiry Phase 1. The adversary adaptive query queries
the challenger for the key and in response, the challenger
runs the algorithm KeyGenðPK;MSKÞ: to generate the key
DecKUID to the adversary.

(3) Challenge. The adversary submits two messages
SymKey0; SymKey1 and two restricted access structures Γ0;
Γ1. These strategies cannot be satisfied by any of the attri-
butes set being queried. The challenger chooses a random bit
β2f0;  1g: and runs CT∗ ÀEncðPK; SymKeyβ;ΓβÞ : and
sends CT∗ as a challenge cipher to the adversary.

(4) Query Phase 2. The adversary continues to adaptively
query the challenger for the key and adds the restriction that
none of these attributes satisfy the Γ0;Γ1 restrictions.

(5) Guess. The opponent outputs a guess for β, β0 2 0; 1. If
β¼ β0, wins the game.

In this game, the opponent’s advantage is defined as P¼
Pr½β¼ β0� : −

1
2, where the probability is occupied by the ran-

dom bits used by the challenger and the opponent.

Definition 3. If the polynomial-time adversary has at most a
negligible advantage P in this security game, then the pro-
posed CP-ABE with hidden strategies and properties is
completely secure.

3.6. Detailed Solutions. In this section, the detailed construc-
tion of the HA-Med program is described.

3.6.1. Initialization Phase. Taking the safety parameter λ as
input and running the group generator G (1λ) givesðp; q; r;
G;GT ;beÞ;G¼Gp ×Gq ×Gr;G and GT are cyclic groups of
order N ¼ pqr. Setupð1λÞ : algorithm run by TA, It selects
generators gp and gr of Gp and Gr , respectively. Then, ran-
domly selects a;w2ZN , and chooses and R1 2 Gr uniformly
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at random to obtain the public key.

PK ¼ A0 ¼ gp ⋅ R0;A1 ¼ ga
p ⋅ R1; gr;Y ¼be gp;gp

� �
w

� �
:

ð5Þ

The master key is as follows:

MSK ¼ gp; a;w
� �

: ð6Þ

3.6.2. Encryption Phase. In this phase, the DO decides on a set
of access policies Γ. Γ = (W1; ⋅⋅⋅;Wi; ⋅⋅⋅;Wn), whichWi ⊆Vi.
First, DO encrypts the medical data with the symmetric key
SymKey to get ciphertextCTm. EncðPK; SymKey;ΓÞ : the algo-
rithm is run by the DO, which first randomly selects s 2 ZN ;
R00 2 Gr . Then, choose si;j 2ZN ;R0i; j 2Gr randomly and cal-
culate C̃ ¼ SymKey ⋅ Ys, C0¼As

0 ⋅ R00, when 1≤ i≤ n; 1≤ j≤
l then calculate the following:

Ci;j ¼
As
1 ⋅ R

0
i; j; ki;j 2Wi

Asi;j
1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

(
: ð7Þ

The final generation of ciphertext CT ¼ðC̃;C0;
fCi;jg1≤i≤n;1≤j≤lÞ :. DO uploads CTm and CT to the cloud
storage and the cloud returns to the DO storage address.

3.6.3. Verification Phase. This phase is divided into four
parts: the registration of transactions containing hidden
access policies and attributes for DU and DO, the verification
of DU compliance with DO’s access policies, and key gener-
ation by TA.

(1) Generating Txst Storage Transactions. First, DO gen-
erates the transaction as follows:

Txst ¼ S; SignDO; Px; code;CTAdressf g; ð8Þ

where S is the identification of the transaction; SignDO is the
digital signature generated by the DO’s private key registered
in the CB; Px is a polynomial expression of the access struc-
ture; code is the full check digit of the ciphertext, used to
ensure the integrity of ciphertext; CTAdress is the address
where the ciphertext is stored in the cloud.

(2) Generating Txac Access Transactions. When DU
wants to request access to medical data, it first multiplies
the elements in the vector ~x generated by the attribute set
by the same factor R3, where R32Gr , get ~D, For example,
when ~x = (IpeIphIch, IpeIph, IphIch, IpeIch, Ipe, Iph, Ich, 1) obtain
~D = (IpeIphIch ⋅ R3, IpeIph ⋅ R3, IphIch ⋅ R3, IpeIch ⋅ R3, Ipe ⋅ R3,
Iph ⋅ R3, Ich ⋅ R3, R3) generate the transaction as follows:

Txac¼ A; SignDU ; ~D;CTAdress

n o
; ð9Þ

where A is the transaction identifier; SignDU is the digital
signature generated by DU’s private key registered in CB; ~D
is the attribute hiding vector; CTAdress is the address of the
medical data that DU requests to access.

(3) Verification. Txst and Txac are broadcast to the CB,
respectively, if the attributes of DU satisfy the access struc-
ture of DO, then it is known that the elements in the DU
attribute vector are solutions of the polynomial of the access
structure of DO, then TA performs the following operations
after receiving.

For example Px¼ x21 − h ⋅ x2 − ðIpeþ IphÞ : ⋅ x1þ Ipe ⋅
Iph − h ⋅ Ich, set Px= 0 and perform the following operation:

e R3;R3ð ÞPx ¼ 1; ð10Þ

e R3;R3ð Þx21−h⋅x2− IpeþIphð Þ⋅x1þIpe⋅Iph−h⋅Ich ¼ 1; ð11Þ

e R3;R3ð Þx21 ⋅ e R3;R3ð Þ−hx2 ⋅ e R3;R3ð Þ−Ipex1 ⋅ e R3;R3ð Þ−Iphx1
⋅ e R3;R3ð ÞIpeIph ⋅ e R3;R3ð Þ−hIch ¼ 1

e x1R3; x1R3ð Þ ⋅ e −hR3; x2R3ð Þ ⋅ e −IpeR3; x1R3

À Á
⋅ e −IphR3; x1R3

À Á
⋅ e IpeR3; IphR3

À Á
⋅ e −hR3; IchR3ð Þ ¼ 1:

ð12Þ

Then, TA verifies whether ~D can make the equation hold.
(4) Key Generation. When the TA verifies that the DU

matches the DO access structure, a key is generated for the
DU and the KeyGenðPK;MSKÞ :À!DecKUID algorithm is
run. Randomly choose ti 2 ZN , where i¼ 1; 2;…; n; and set
t¼∑n

i¼1ti, then calculate the following:

D0 ¼ gw−tp ;  Di ¼ gti=a
p : ð13Þ

The key is obtained as follows:

DecKUID¼ D0; Dif g1≤i≤n
À Á

: ð14Þ

(5) Decryption Phase. This stage is the DU decryption
stage; when the DU conforms to the access policy to get
the access key, the DU requests medical data from the CS;
at this time, the CS will return to DU CTm and CT . First DU
runs the DecðPK;CT;DecKUIDÞ:À!SymKey algorithm to
get the symmetric key SymKey.
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SymKey¼
eCbe C0;D0ð Þ ⋅ ∏n
i¼1be Ci;ji ;Di

À Á
¼  SymKey ⋅ Ys

be As
0 ⋅ R

0
0;gw−tp

� �
⋅ ∏n

i¼1be As
1 ⋅ R

0
i; ji
; gti=ap

� �
¼

SymKey ⋅ be gp;gp

� �
ws

be gs
p;g

w−t
p

� �
⋅ ∏n

i¼1be ga
p

� �
s
;gti=ap

� �
¼ 

SymKey ⋅ be gp;gp
� �

ws

be gs
p;g

w−t
p

� �
⋅ ∏n

i¼1be gsp;g
ti
p

� �
¼ 

SymKey ⋅ be gp;gp

� �
ws

be gs
p;g

w
p

� � :

ð15Þ

After getting the symmetric key, decrypt the medical data
with the symmetric key SymKey.

3.7. Security Analysis

3.7.1. Privacy. The current access control scheme, based on
the combination of attribute encryption and blockchain,
directly stores the attributes and access policies on the block-
chain, leading to potential privacy leakage due to the trans-
parency of the blockchain. In HA-Med, access policies and
attributes are initially hidden through polynomials and vec-
tors, preventing eavesdroppers from accessing them. Addi-
tionally, although third-party verification is involved, they
only receive hidden access policies and attributes during
verification and cannot obtain the actual data. They solely
perform calculations, and sensitive data such as attributes
and access structures are not exposed. Finally, the data trans-
mitted to the blockchain is only the hidden data, thus elimi-
nating the risk of exposure.

3.7.2. Integrity. In this scheme, the TA can get the complete
data to prevent the tampering of the data address on the
chain. The complete ciphertext checksum is included in
the transaction, so the integrity of the ciphertext can be
checked by the ciphertext checksum at any time.

3.7.3. Traceability. Because this solution introduces block-
chain, which is traceable, any access by DU is recorded as
immutable stored transactions for traceability and account-
ability. In addition, DO can know all access records of DU,
including who accessed the data and what data were
accessed.

3.7.4. Security Analysis of CP-ABE with Hidden Attributes
and Access Structures. The security proof of this scheme is
based on the following several complexity assumptions,
where Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 are the same as those in
[17, 33, 44, 45], and Assumption 4 is the same as those in
[17, 33, 44, 46], and these assumptions are also used to prove
security in the above paper, as described below:

Assumption 1. Given a group generator G, the following
distribution is then defined.
ðN ¼ pqr;G;GT ;beÞ : ÀG gp À

R
Gp, gr À

R
Gr,

D¼ðN;G;GT ;be;gp;grÞ :, T1 ÀR Gp ×Gq, T2 ÀR Gp
The advantage of algorithm A in breaking this assumption

is defined as follows:

Adv1A ¼ Pr A D;T1ð Þ ¼ 1½ � − Pr A D;T2ð Þ ¼ 1½ �j j: ð16Þ

Definition 4. If Adv1A is negligible for any probabilistic time
polynomial time algorithm A, then G satisfies Assumption 1.

Assumption 2. Given a group generator G, the following
distribution is then defined.
ðN ¼ pqr;G;GT ;beÞ : ÀG, gp, X1;Y1 ÀR Gp, X2, Y2 ÀR Gq,
gr À

R
Gr,D¼ðN;G;GT ;be;gp;X1X2;Y1Y2; grÞ :, T1 À

R GP ×Gq,
T2 ÀR Gp°The advantage of algorithm A in breaking this assumption
is defined as follows:

Adv2A ¼ Pr A D;T1ð Þ ¼ 1½ � − Pr A D;T2ð Þ ¼ 1½ �j j: ð17Þ

Definition 5. If Adv2A is negligible for any probabilistic time
polynomial time algorithm A, then G satisfies Assumption 2.

Assumption 3. Given a group generator G, the following
distribution is then defined.
ðN ¼ pqr;G;GT ;beÞ : ÀG, w; s2ZN ;gp;Z1 ÀR Gp, X2, Y2;

Z2 ÀR Gq, gr À
R

Gr,

D¼ðN;G;GT ;be; gp; gw
p X2; gs

pY2; Z1Z2;grÞ :; T1 ÀR beðgp;gpÞws,
T2 ÀR GT°The advantage of algorithm A in breaking this assumption

is defined as follows:

Adv3A ¼ Pr A D;T1ð Þ ¼ 1½ � − Pr A D;T2ð Þ ¼ 1½ �j j: ð18Þ

Definition 6. If Adv3A is negligible for any probabilistic time
polynomial time algorithm A, then G satisfies Assumption 3.

Assumption 4. Given a group generator G, the following
distribution is then defined.
ðN ¼ pqr;G;GT ;beÞ : ÀG, a2ZN, gp À

R
Gp, gq, Q1,

Q ÀR Gq; gr, R0;R1;R ÀR Gr , D¼ðN;G;GT ;be;gpR0;gapR1;

gpQ1;gq;grÞ :, T1¼ga
pQR;T2 ÀR GT°

The advantage of algorithm A in breaking this assumption
is defined as follows:

Adv4A ¼ Pr A D;T1ð Þ ¼ 1½ � − Pr A D;T2ð Þ ¼ 1½ �j j: ð19Þ

Definition 7. If Adv4A is negligible for any probabilistic time
polynomial time algorithm A, then G satisfies Assumption 4.
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Theorem 1. The proposed CP-ABE with hidden access struc-
ture and policy are completely secure if G satisfies Assump-
tions 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Proof. The proof of security is given in the appendix. □

3.8. Analysis of Performance. In this section, separate theo-
retical and experimental analyses are performed to evaluate
the performance of HA-Med. Some of the relevant symbols
used are shown in Table 2.

3.8.1. Theoretical Analysis. In Table 3, this scheme is com-
pared with some related schemes [12, 28, 29, 47] in five
aspects: access policy, whether it supports policy hiding,
auditability, whether it has forward secrecy, and attribute
revocation, respectively. In Table 2, it can be seen that [12],
although the combination with blockchain achieves a trusted
access process, also due to the transparency of blockchain, the
access policy and attributes are sent directly to the blockchain,
which can cause privacy leakage to users and data owners [29]
proposed an access control scheme that combines with block-
chain and distributes keys through consensus nodes, which
solves the problem of third parties but does not have forward
confidentiality also due to the transparency of blockchain, no
policy hiding is performed, which can cause privacy leakage of
access policies and user attributes [47], achieves attribute and
access policy hiding, but does not have forward confidentiality
and attribute revocation [28], achieved secure sharing of attri-
bute revocation EHRs by combining them with public clouds.
However, the same privacy protection in this aspect of attri-
butes is not achieved. The proposed HA-Med scheme
improves the schemes of Phuong et al. [47] and Gao et al.

[17] to achieve a blockchain-based attribute-hiding medical
data-sharing scheme.

As for the computational cost of the HA-Med scheme, in
terms of encryption, the symmetric encryption algorithm is first
performed once by the DO, and then N+ 2 powers are taken in
G. In [29], one symmetric encryption algorithm is performed
followed by taking 4N+ 2 powers and one power in G and GT ,
respectively. For key generation, only N+ 1 powers in G are
needed. In [47, 48], we also need to take more powers in G,
respectively; in decryption, DU first performs N+ 1 pairing
operations and then decrypts the ciphertext by performing one
symmetric decryption. In [29, 47, 48], the pairing operations of
constant order are also required, respectively. In Table 4, this
scheme is compared with [29, 47, 48], and it can be seen that the
computational costs are all within a reasonable range.

In conclusion, the above theoretical analysis shows that
HA-Med achieves better security, exhibits better functional-
ity, protects patient and user privacy, and enables easy access
to medical data without any increase in computational cost
compared to other solutions.

3.8.2. Experimental Analysis. The consensus algorithm has a
significant impact on the efficiency of the blockchain. In HA-
Med, we have adopted the PBFT consensus algorithm to
improve efficiency. Additionally, in our system, we do not
store the ciphertext on the blockchain; instead, we store the
ciphertext address on the blockchain, which also enhances
the scalability of the blockchain. Given that the focus of this
scheme is on the security and performance of ABE, the main
emphasis is on the efficiency of ABE.

The main implementation of this solution utilizes the JPBC
library in Java, which was carried out on a Windows 10 laptop
with a 2.70GHz Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-7200U CPU and 8GB
RAM. Comparative experiments were conducted on ABE algo-
rithms, specifically comparing the encryption, key generation,
and decryption phases with the schemes proposed by Lewko and
Waters [49] and Lai et al. [33]. HA-Med introduces attribute-
hiding functionality compared to the scheme by Lewko and
Waters [49], and it satisfies the large universe access requirement
compared to the scheme by Lai et al. [33], thereby enhancing
scalability. The experimental results are presented in Figures 2
−4. As depicted in the figures, the encryption time, key genera-
tion time, and decryption time all increase with the number of
attributes. HA-Med demonstrates shorter processing times com-
pared to the schemes proposed by Lewko and Waters [49] and
Lai et al. [33]. Overall, it is evident that this solution achieves
complete hiding of access policies and attributes within a rea-
sonable CP-ABE algorithm time frame, ensuring the security of
data owners and users.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a healthcare data access control scheme
that achieves fine-grained access control while integrating with
blockchain for improved scalability. We introduce a verification
method to address the privacy leakage problem of user attributes
and access policies in the current CP-ABE scheme, achieving
complete policy hiding, forward confidentiality, and attribute
revocation. Additionally, traceability is achieved by registering

TABLE 2: Symbols used in the theoretical analysis.

Notation Description

Et Exponentiation in Gt

E Exponentiation in G
N Number of attributes
Sym Symmetric encryption and decryption operation
N2 Number of positive attributes
N3 Number of negative attributes
W Number of wildcards
P Pairing operation

TABLE 3: Comparison with related work.

Scheme
MedSBA
[12]

BC-SABE
[29]

Hidden
[47]

RS-HABE
[28]

Ours

Expressiveness AND LSSS AND LSSS AND
Hidden
strategies

× × √ × √

Auditability √ √ × × √
Forward
secrecy

√ × × √ √

Properties
revocation

√ √ × √ √
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transactions on the blockchain to access medical data. Consid-
ering the large size of realistic medical data, storing the data in
the cloud instead of on the user side reduces the storage overhead
for the user. Finally, theoretical and experimental analysis
demonstrates the feasibility of this scheme, showing better secu-
rity and higher scalability than existing schemes. However, HA-
Med still has shortcomings in the efficiency of the verification
method, and future work will primarily focus on improving the
efficiency of the verification method.

Appendix

Security Proof CP-ABE on Hiding Strategy

Proof. To prove the security of CP-ABE for our proposed
hiding strategy, we introduce the concept of dual-system
encryption introduced by Waters [50], where first we define
two additional structures, a semi-functional ciphertext and a
semi-functional key. These two structures will not be used in
the actual system but will be used in our proof.

Semi-functional ciphertext. Let gq denote the generating
element of the subgroupGq. Create a semi-functional cipher-
text as follows: first, generate a normal ciphertext using the
encryption algorithm Enc as follows: □

CT 0 ¼ eC0 ;C00; Ci; j

È É0
1≤i≤n;1≤ j≤l

� �
: ðA:1Þ

Then, when 1≤ i≤ n; 1≤ j≤ l, we randomly choose x0;
xi;j 2 ZN , the final semi-functional ciphertext is as follows:

CT ¼ eC ¼ eC0 ;C0 ¼ C00 ⋅ g
x0
q ; Ci;j ¼ C0i; j ⋅ g

xi;j
q

n o
1≤i≤n;1≤j≤l

� �
:

ðA:2Þ

Semi-Functional Keys. Let gq denote the generating ele-
ment of the subgroup Gq. Create a semi-functional key as

TABLE 4: Comparison of computational performance.

Scheme Encryption Key generation Decryption

Melissa chase [48] Et þðN þ 1Þ:E 9NE ð4nþ 2Þ:P
Hidden [47] Et þð2þ 6NÞ:E ð2wN2þ 2wN3þ 4wÞ :E ð4wþ 2Þ:P
BC-SABE [29] Symþð4N þ 2Þ:Eþ Et – User: Et þ Sym Cloud: NEt þð3N þ 2Þ :P
Ours SymþðN þ 2Þ :E ðN þ 1Þ :E PðN þ 1Þþ Sym
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follows, first generating a common key using the key gener-
ation algorithm KeyGen as follows:

DecKUID¼   D00; D0if g1≤i≤n
À Á

: ðA:3Þ

Then, when 1≤ i≤ n, we randomly choose the indices y0;
yi 2 ZN , and the final semi-functional key as follows:

DecKUID¼ D0 ¼ D00 ⋅ g
y0
q ; Di ¼ D0i ⋅ g

yi
q

È É
1≤i≤n

� �
:

ðA:4Þ

We will use the following series of games to prove secu-
rity by mixed arguments. The first game, Gamereal, is a truly
secure game, where both the ciphertext and the key are
secure. In Game1 (or Game2; 0), the key is normal and the
ciphertext is semi-functional. In Game2; k, the ciphertext is
semi-functional, the first k keys are semi-functional, and the
rest are normal. In Game3, all ciphertexts and keys are semi-
functional, but the ciphertext is a semi-functional encryption
of a random message and not a message provided by the
adversary. In Game3, the game is the same as Game3, except
that the ciphertext is independent of what the adversary
provides Γ1;Γ2, neither of the adversary’s advantages in
Game3 can be greater than 0.

Our proof requires the following four lemmas, which are
formally described below:

Lemma A.1. Suppose G satisfies Assumption 1, then Gamereal
and Game1 are indistinguishable.

Proof. Assuming that algorithm A can distinguish between
Gamereal and Game1, then we construct an algorithm B that
has a nonnegligible advantage for breaking Assumption 1. B
is given gp; gr;T , and A simulates Gamereal and Game1. □

B random selection a; a1; a2;w2ZN , setting R0¼ ga1r ,
R1¼ ga2r , A0¼gp ⋅ R0, A1¼ga

p ⋅ R1, and sends the public key
to A.

PK ¼ A0;A1;gr;Y ¼beðgp;gpÞw
� �

: ðA:5Þ

B can run the key generation algorithm to generate a
normal key in response to A’s key request. A sends B two
messages of equal length SymKey1; SymKey2 and two access
policies Γ1;Γ2. B randomly selects β2f0; 1g: and performs
the following actions:

(1) B random selection s2ZN ;R00 2Gr , si;j 2ZN , and
R0i; j 2Gr .

(2) B calculate C̃ ¼ SymKeyβ ⋅ beðgwp ;TÞ:;C0¼T ⋅ Rs
0 ⋅

R00, and when 1≤ i≤ n, 1≤ j≤ l, and ri;j¼ si;j=as cal-
culate the following:

Ci;j ¼
Ta ⋅ Rs

1 ⋅ R
0
i; j; vi;j 2Wi;

Ta⋅ri;j ⋅ Rsi;j
1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

(
: ðA:6Þ

(3) B set the challenge cipher CT ¼ðC̃;C0;
fCi;jg1≤i≤n;1≤j≤lÞ : at this time, and send this to A.

If T ÀR Gp ×Gq, then let T ¼gs
pg

x0
q ; C̃ ¼

SymKeyβ ⋅ beðgp; gpÞws, C0¼gspg
x0
q ⋅ Rs

0 ⋅ R00, and when 1≤
i≤ n, 1≤ j≤ l

xi;j ¼
ax0;  vi;j 2Wi

ax0ri;j; otherwise

(
; ðA:7Þ

calculate

Ci;j ¼
gas
p g

xi;j
q ⋅ Rs

1 ⋅ R
0
i; j; vi;j 2Wi

gasi;j
p gxi;jq ⋅ Rsi;j

1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

(
: ðA:8Þ

Therefore, the ciphertext is semi-functional, and B simu-
lates Game1.

If T ÀR Gp, the ciphertext is the normal ciphertext, and B
simulates Gamereal . Finally, B distinguishes the possibility of
T by the output of A.

Lemma A.2. Suppose G satisfies Assumption 2, then
Game2; k−1 and Game2; k are indistinguishable.

Proof. Suppose an algorithm A can distinguish between
Game2; k−1 and Game2; k, then we construct an algorithm B
for breaking hypothesis 2 with a nonnegligible advantage. B
was given gp;X1X2;Y1Y2;gr;T , and A simulationGame2; k−1
and Game2;k. □

B random selection a; a1; a2;w2ZN , set R0¼ga1
r , R1¼

ga2
r , A0¼gp ⋅ R0, A1¼ga

p ⋅ R1, and send the public key to A

PK¼ A0;A1;gr;Y ¼beðgp;gpÞw
� �

; ðA:9Þ

and B knows the master key MSK ¼ðgp; a;wÞ:, next let us
explain how B answers the query for the jth key.

For j<k, B creates a semi-functional key by uniformly
choosing ti 2ZN , where i¼ 1; 2;…; n, and setting t¼∑n

i¼1ti,
calculate D0¼ðY1Y2Þw−t;Di¼ðY1Y2Þti=a. We can notice that
this is a distributed semi-functional key.

For j＞k, B runs the key generation algorithm KeyGen to
generate the common key.

For j¼ k, B creates a semi-functional key by uniformly
choosing ti 2ZN , where i¼ 1; 2;…; n, and setting t¼∑n

i¼1ti,
when y0¼ cðw− tÞ :; yi¼ cti=a is calculated as follows:
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D0 ¼ Tw−t;  Di ¼ gti=a
p gyiq : ðA:10Þ

This is a semi-functional key. If T ÀR Gp, it is a nor-
mal key.

At some point, A sends two messages of equal length
SymKey1; SymKey2 and two access policies Γ1;Γ2 to B. B
randomly selects β2f0; 1g: and performs the following
actions:

(1) B random choice s2ZN ;R00 2Gr; si;j 2ZN and R0i; j 2
Gr .

(2) B calculated C̃ ¼ SymKeyβ ⋅ beðgwp ;X1X2Þ :;C0¼
X1X2 ⋅ Rs

0 ⋅ R00, and when 1≤ i≤ n, 1≤ j≤ l, and
ri;j¼ si;j=as, compute the following:

Ci;j ¼
X1X2ð Þa ⋅ Rs

1 ⋅ R
0
i; j; vi;j 2Wi;

X1X2ð Þa⋅ri;j ⋅ Rsi;j
1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

(
: ðA:11Þ

(3) B sets the challenge ciphertext CT ¼ðC̃;C0;
fCi;jg1≤i≤n;1≤j≤lÞ : at this point and sends this to A.

If T ÀR Gp ×Gq, then let T ¼gs
pg

x0
q , C̃ ¼

Symkeyβ ⋅ beðgp; gpÞws, C0¼gspg
x0
q ⋅ Rs

0 ⋅ R00, and when 1≤
i≤ n; 1≤ j≤ l

xi;j ¼
ax0;  vi;j 2Wi

ax0ri;j; otherwise

(
; ðA:12Þ

calculate

Ci;j ¼
gasp g

xi;j
q ⋅ Rs

1 ⋅ R
0
i; j; vi;j 2Wi

g
asi;j
p g

xi;j
q ⋅ Rsi;j

1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

(
: ðA:13Þ

If T ÀR Gp, B simulation Game2; k−1. If T ÀR Gp ×Gq, B
simulation Game2; k. Finally, B distinguishes the possibility
of T by the output of A.

Lemma A.3. Suppose G satisfies Assumption 3, then Game2; p
and Game3 are indistinguishable.

Proof. Assuming that algorithm A can distinguish between
Game2;p and Game3, we construct an algorithm B that has a
nonnegligible advantage for breaking Assumption 3. B is
given gp, gwp X2;gspY2;Z1Z2;gr , T , and A simulation
Game2;p and Game3. □

B randomly selected a; a1; a2;w2ZN , setting R0¼ga1
r ;

R1¼ga2r ;A0¼ gp ⋅ R0;A1¼ga
p ⋅ R1, and sends the public

key to A.

PK ¼ A0;A1;gr;Y ¼beðgp;gw
p X2Þ ¼be gp; gp

� �
w

� �
:

ðA:14Þ

B randomly selected ti 2ZN ; i¼ 1; 2;…; n, set t¼∑n
i¼1ti

to create a semi-functional key, and then calculate D0¼
ðZ1Z2Þw−t ;Di¼ðZ1Z2Þti=a, we can notice that this is a dis-
tributed semi-functional key.

At some point, A sends two messages of equal length
SymKey1; SymKey2 and two access policies Γ1;Γ2 to B. B
randomly selects β2f0; 1g: and performs the following
actions:

(1) B random choice s2ZN ;R00 2Gr; si;j 2ZN and R0i; j 2
Gr .

(2) B calculated C̃ ¼ SymKeyβ ⋅ T;C0¼ gspY2 ⋅ Rs
0 ⋅ R00,

and when 1≤ i≤ n; 1≤ j≤ l and ri;j¼ si;j=as, compute
the following:

Ci;j ¼
gspY2

� �
a
⋅ Rs

1 ⋅ R
0
i; j; vi;j 2Wi;

gspY2

� �
a⋅ri;j ⋅ Rsi;j

1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

8><>: : ðA:15Þ

(3) B sets the challenge ciphertext CT ¼ðC̃;C0;
fCi;jg1≤i≤n;1≤j≤lÞ : at this point and sends this to A.

Setting gspY2¼ gspg
x0
q ; C̃ ¼ SymKeyβ ⋅ T;C0¼gs

pg
x0
q ⋅

Rs
0 ⋅ R00 ° when 1≤ i≤ n; 1≤ j≤ l and

xi;j ¼
ax0; vi;j 2Wi

ax0ri;j; otherwise

(
; ðA:16Þ

calculate

Ci;j ¼
gas
p g

xi;j
q ⋅ Rs

1 ⋅ R
0
i; j; vi;j 2Wi

gasi;j
p gxi;jq ⋅ Rsi;j

1 ⋅ R 0i; j; otherwise

(
: ðA:17Þ

If T ÀR beðgp; gpÞws, this is a properly distributed semi-
functional encryption of SymKeyβ, and B simulates Game2;p;

if T ÀR GT , this is a properly distributed semi-functional
encryption of a random message in GT , and B simulates
Game3. Finally, B distinguishes the possibility of T by the
output of A.

Lemma A.4. Suppose G satisfies Assumption 4, then Game3
and Game4 are indistinguishable.

Proof. Assuming that algorithm A can distinguish between
Game3 and Game3, we construct algorithm B that has a
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nonnegligible advantage for breaking Assumption 4. B is
given gpR0, ga

pR1;gpQ1;gp;gr , T , and A simulation Game3
and Game3. □

B random choice w2ZN , setting A0¼gp ⋅ R0, A1¼
gap ⋅ R1, and sends the public key to A.

PK ¼ A0;A1;gr;Y ¼be gp;gp
� �

w
� �

: ðA:18Þ

B random choice ti 2ZN , i¼ 1; 2;…; n, setting t¼∑n
i¼1ti,

create a semi-functional key and then calculate D0¼
ðgpQ1Þw−t , Di¼ðgpQ1Þti=a. If we let Q1¼ gcq, we can get

D0¼gw−tp gy0
q ;Di¼ gti=ap gyi

q , which y0¼ cðw− tÞ :; yi¼ cti=a.
We can notice that this is a distributed semi-functional key.

At some point, A sends two messages of equal length
SymKey1; SymKey2 and two access policies Γ1;Γ2 to B. B
randomly selects β2f0; 1g: and performs the following
actions:

(1) B random choice s2ZN ;R00 2Gr; si;j 2ZN and R0i; j 2
Gr .

(2) B calculated C̃ ÀR GT ;C0¼gspg
x0
q ⋅ Rs

0 ⋅ R00, and
when1≤ i≤ n; 1≤ j≤ l compute the following:

Ci;j ¼
Tð Þs ⋅ R0i; j ⋅ g

exi;j
q ; vi;j 2Wi;

Tð Þsi;j ⋅ R0i; j ⋅ g
exi;j
q ; otherwise

8><>: : ðA:19Þ

(3) B sets the challenge ciphertext CT ¼ðC̃;C0;
fCi;jg1≤i≤n;1≤j≤lÞ : at this point and sends this to A.

Setting T ¼ga
pQR and Q¼gr

q, when 1≤ j≤ l; 1≤ j≤ l
and

xi;j ¼
rsþ exi;j; vi;j 2Wi

rsi;j þ exi;j; otherwise
(

; ðA:20Þ

calculate

Ci;j ¼
gasp g

xi;j
q ⋅ Rs ⋅ R0i; j; vi;j 2Wi;

g
asi;j
p g

xi;j
q ⋅ Rsi;j ⋅ R0i; j; otherwise

(
; ðA:21Þ

when T ¼ gapQR, B simulates Game3, when T ÀR GT , B
simulates Game3, and finally B distinguishes the possibility
of T by the output of A.
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